N a p a t a Co l l e g e S c i e n t i f i c J o u r n a l

On behalf of the co-editors, I am delighted to announce the publication of the
opening issue of Napata College Scientific Journal.
Since it's unfolding in 2015, the Khartoum based Napata College has encouraged
research in globally emerging vital fields to help prepare its young staff and
students for wider choices and enhanced competitiveness in the international arena.
Napata College values interdisciplinary research to help open broader horizons
beyond narrower disciplines.
Napata is strongly committed to sharing its research findings with fellow
researchers worldwide.

The editorial board decided that the journal should be published both as print
version and an open-access online journal. We would attempt to publish three
issues a year.
In addition to an introduction on Napata Civilization (the inspiration of Napata
College), this introductory issue consists of one comprehensive review paper on
Nile Fish and research papers on Molecular Biology, Phytochemistry .

These articles truly represent the broad research interests that drive Napata
scholarship today.
The editorial Board owes numerous people. Thanks are owed first to the Napata
College Administration, and The Napata Research and Innovation Centre, where
the original idea was initially hypothesized, for agreeing to host the Journal and for
providing assistance in its production. We would also like to extend our
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appreciation and gratitude to all the scholars who sent their research papers for
reviewing and for the reviewers who have ensured sending their assessments on
time. I am immensely indebted to our advisor professor Hatil Hashim Alkamali,
my co-editors, Rudaina Ahmed, Rudaina Osman, and Managing Editors, Hassan
Osman, Tamadur Elzubeir and Sara Hamad, who spared neither time nor effort to
seeing this issue into “print”.

Editor – in – Chief:
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